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ABSTRACT

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PT ASTRA INTERNATIONAL TBK 2010-2014

By
Andreas Prima
Ir. Eko Ganiarto, M.M, Thesis Advisor

SWISS GERMAN UNIVERSITY

The objective to analyse the financial performance of PT Astra International TBK especially last 5 years (2010-2014). As these annual report are related to performance to one of Conglomerate Company established in Indonesia for half centuries and above. The data is provided by Astra Itself and more detailed is in IDX.

The analysis technique used is the normal calculation based on excel and the related formula. And it is also to indicate the performance of every ratio, such as Liquidity, Solvency and Profitability Ratio. Liquidity which in form as Current Ratio, Acid Test Ratio, and Cash Ratio. Solvency which is debt to equity Ratio and Debt to Asset Ratio. Profitability Ratio which is Return on Assets and Return on Equity.

Those indicators measuring how the financial performance of PT Astra International TBK during the last 5 years. The result says that the liquidity and solvency perform well. Meanwhile the profitability ratio is declining due to the asset depreciation effect and the equity that are not giving expected performance.

Keywords: Astra International, Financial Performance, Liquidity Ratio, Solvency Ratio, Profitability Ratio, Conglomerate Company.
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